3rd Grade Word List #2
Parent Copy

somersault  fur  angry  row
Venus       week  drawing  drink
needn't     hair  pharmacist  rhyme
lively      smiled  letter  senseless
open        fifths  fault  graceful
plaque      mixes  jelly  rehearsal
companies   Tuesday  hoping  pencil
prairie     began  pottery  summer
pulley      uncle  visit  reread
volunteer   batter  jewelry  thank
library     neighbor  magma  unconscious
careless    planets  shovel  whether
faucet      lawn  frustrated  lucky
let's       underground  Sunday  services
rights      hurry  vaporize  parties
manager     religion  pound  turkey
misbehaving million  nickname  finish
lamppost    kiln  firefighter  picnic
drum        wrote  large  listen
erupt       mechanic  lemon  Saturn
cabinet     America  backyard  such
lonely      gills  remodel  third
knee        city  Thursday  labels
soar        hustle  kindness  mother
sidewalk    cause  tries  cylinder